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Ion mobility mass spectrometry (IM-MS) expands the analyte coverage of existing multi-omic workflows by providing an additional separation dimension as well as a parameter for characterization and identification of molecules — the collision cross section (CCS). This work presents a large, Unified CCS compendium of >3800 experimentally acquired CCS values obtained from traceable molecular standards and measured with drift tube ion mobility-mass spectrometers. An interactive visualization of this compendium along with data analytic tools have been made openly accessible. Represented in the compendium are 14 structurally-based chemical super classes, consisting of a total of 80 classes and 157 subclasses. Using this large data set, regression fitting and predictive statistics have been performed to describe mass-CCS correlations specific to each chemical ontology. These structural trends provide a rapid and effective filtering method in the traditional untargeted workflow for identification of unknown biochemical species. The utility of the approach is illustrated by an application to metabolites in human serum, quantifying trends of which were used to assess the probability of an unknown compound belonging to a given class. CCS-based filtering narrowed the chemical search space by 60% while increasing the confidence in the remaining isomeric identifications from a single class, thus demonstrating the value of integrating predictive analyses into untargeted experiments to assist in identification workflows. The predictive abilities of this compendium will improve in specificity and expand to more chemical classes as additional data from the IM-MS community is contributed. Instructions for data submission to the compendium and criteria for inclusion are provided.

Introduction

Mass spectrometry (MS) has become a central technique for the investigation of the global profile of biochemical species in molecular phenomic studies.1,2 These studies aim to address the grand challenges of biomedical research including comprehensive descriptions of biological systems, natural product and drug discovery endeavors, omics sciences to improve health outcomes, and progress in synthetic biology.3-6 As the complexity of the systems being studied increases, so must the ability to increase analyte coverage. Orthogonal separation techniques such as gas and liquid chromatography are often used in conjunction with MS to improve coverage. However, feature annotation and identification from such experiments can be challenging due to analyte co-elution and retention time variability among other issues.7

These challenges can be addressed with the use of additional analytical separation techniques, such as ion mobility spectrometry coupled to MS (IM-MS), which is selective to the analyte gas phase structure.8,9 One practical benefit of using gas-phase ion mobility is that there are no memory effects or sample-to-sample carryover due to the continuous replacement of the separation gas. Additionally, IM separations do not require disposable solvents or packed columns and are amenable to all ionizable chemical species. The main advantages of IM-MS are an increase in analytical peak capacity as well as the ability to measure an analyte’s gas phase mobility by means of an experimental drift time.8 This mobility can then be used to calculate an analyte’s collision cross section (CCS), a rotationally averaged surface area of the molecule in its ionic form. These CCS values are specific and can be compared across different laboratories making them particularly well-suited for species identification and characterization purposes. Previous studies indicate that the level of reproducibility varies across analyte classes.8,9 A recent study using drift tube IM-MS has shown that CCS values can be measured within a 0.30% RSD when data is acquired with a previously established standardized method.10
As a result of these advantages, several research groups have used IM-MS to build CCS libraries in which the measured values serve as additional molecular descriptors for assigning identities to unknown analytes. While not an exhaustive list, a few of the larger libraries to note are: Li and colleagues’ peptide database which includes >2300 CCS values,13 Pagel and colleagues’ glycomics database of >900 CCS values,14 and Xu and colleagues’ small molecule database containing >1400 CCS values.15 Additionally, many excellent smaller CCS libraries have been generated for lipids,16–18 primary metabolites,19–20 secondary metabolites and other natural products,18,21,22 as well as illicit substances23 among others.

While each of these libraries adds to the working knowledge of the IM-MS field, there remain challenges that need to be addressed. The first is reconciling CCS measurements across various IM implementations such as drift tube (DTIMS), traveling wave (TWIMS), ion trapping (TIMS), and structures for lossless ion manipulation (SLIM) techniques. Inherently, these techniques utilize different methodologies for determining the gas-phase CCS, namely DTIMS (and drift tube-based SLIM) utilize the fundamental ion mobility relationship for correlating the measured arrival times directly to CCS, whereas the other IM techniques obtain a CCS value through calibration. In order to reconcile non-DTIMS CCS values with DTIMS values, proper calibrants must be chosen for a given experiment, which can prove challenging.19,24 An in-depth discussion of considerations for comparing CCS information obtained from different IM techniques can be found in a recent review by Gabelica et al.55

Another challenge lies in the difficulty of accurately and efficiently extracting drift time measurements from raw data files in large scale. Currently, most DTIMS drift times for chemical standards are manually extracted which improves accuracy at a cost of throughput. However, several software options exist that aim to automate the extraction of drift times on a large scale and/or predict drift times.26,27 The recent IM-MS analysis addendum to Skyline is one example that has made considerable strides in these efforts,26,29 but the IM-MS field is still working towards a streamlined analytic workflow.

Other informatics programs aim to predict CCS values based on experimental data and chemical structure. Some examples of these software include Zhu and colleague’s machine learning algorithms for metabolites (MetCCS) and lipids (LipidCCS).16,19 A major barrier to the success of machine learning CCS prediction is that algorithm training sets are generally not yet large and/or specific enough.30 An alternative strategy recently described by Colby, et al. is the in silico chemical library engine (ISICLE) workflow which utilizes a combination of molecular dynamics, quantum chemistry, and ion mobility calculations in order to predict CCS values based on theoretical structure information.31 These CCS prediction efforts are critically important for determining CCS values where empirical measurements on authentic chemical standards are unavailable.

To aid in the mainstream adoption of IM in analyte identification workflows, we explored the potential in curating libraries of empirical CCS values measured via ion mobility into a single, self-consistent compendium. The Unified CCS compendium presented herein serves as a tool where new data from the community can be vetted using a quality control protocol and subsequently integrated. Included in this curated compendium are several prevalent calibrant sets (polypeptides, branched phosphazenes, inorganic salt clusters, etc.), as well as molecular standards from a variety of chemical classes measured using DTIMS. These data sets can be used as reference values for other IM-MS techniques. Furthermore, this tool incorporates annotative features (i.e. visualization of chemical locales of molecules) and predictive statistics (chemical structure-based trends) to aid in identifying unknown biochemical species. These predictive trends serve as a powerful filter for increasing confidence in tentative identifications. In order to demonstrate the efficacy of this approach, the structural filtering method was applied to metabolites in a human serum sample. The full interactive visualization of the compendium, as well as inclusion criteria and guidelines for submitting additional CCS measurements, can be found as an open access tool.32

Experimental section

Materials and instrumentation

Methanol (MeOH), water, acetonitrile (ACN), isopropanol (IPA), and formic acid of Optima grade purity were purchased from Fisher Scientific (Fair Lawn, NJ). Anhydrous methyl-tet-tet-butyl ether (MTBE) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). Normal human serum was purchased from Utak (Valencia, CA). A mixture of fluoroalkyl phosphazenes, tris(fluoroalkyl) triazines, betaine, and trifluoracetic acid reference standards were purchased from Agilent Technologies (G1969-85000, Santa Clara, CA). In this manuscript, liquid chromatography MS (LC-MS) and LC-IM-MS data were acquired using a 1290 Infinity LC system and a 6560 IM-QTOF MS (Agilent Technologies).

Data sources and inclusion parameters

The primary sources of the 3833 IM-MS measurements included in the compendium are reported in a series of manuscripts found elsewhere.10,12,19,31–38 In order to provide highly repeatable and reproducible data, the compendium currently only contains CCS values calculated from the fundamental low-field ion mobility equation (Mason–Schamp relationship) incorporated into a standardized inter-laboratory protocol for single field and stepped field DTIMS acquisition on a commercial uniform-field IM-MS instrument (6560, Agilent).15,39,40 In-depth information about single and stepped field DTIMS has previously been described.12 All measurements were acquired in triplicate and aligned with a suite of 13 reference standards (Agilent Technologies) containing symmetrically-branched fluoroalkyl phosphazenes, namely hexaxis(fluoroalkoxy)phosphazenes, tris(fluoroalkyl)triazines, betaine, and trifluoracetic acid. These reference standards were previously measured with very high precision; and it is currently believed that these CCS values are among the most accurate obtained to date.12

In total, there are 1216 single field measurements within the compendium; and the average relative standard deviation (RSD)
for the single field measurements is 0.12%. Compounds were matched to reference standards' values from an inter-laboratory study. The average percent error of compendium CCS measurements was found to be 0.04% and −0.33% for positive and negative modes, respectively, with all percent error values at ≤0.58% for both polarities. The remaining 2617 stepped field values were reconciled by calculating a "true effective length" for each data set (data set defined as a group of measurements collected in a one-day acquisition period) using calibrant measurements within the set. This "true effective length" was then used to align measurements with reference standards' values. More details and tools to calculate "true effective length" as well as instructions to calibrate acquired stepped field CCS data is found in ESI Section S3.† Once each data set was individually scaled, the average RSD for stepped field measurements was calculated to be 0.32%. When compared to inter-laboratory reference values, average percent errors were 0.07% and 0.01% for positive and negative modes, respectively. Ninety-one percent of matched values had a percent error ≤1% for both polarities. These empirically-derived metrics, in conjunction with known errors propagated in this system, were subsequently used as the compendium's data inclusion criteria. Full descriptions of the inclusion criteria and instructions for submitting data to the compendium can be found in ESI Section S2.†

Data preparation, statistical modeling, and visualization

Data from all sources were curated into a unified format using the statistical computing programming environment R (R Foundation for Statistical Computing, Vienna, Austria).† This unified format includes the following information for each compendium entry: name, formula, CAS registry number (when available), mass-to-charge (m/z), charge state, ion species, size-to-charge (CCS/z), percent RSD, and number of observed DTIMS peaks. Charge-normalization of mobility measurements via CCS/z was utilized to preserve the original drift time scale and analysis consistency. In drift time spectra, ions of similar mass and higher charge states typically have smaller drift times than lower charge state ions; and therefore, appear lower when visualized in drift time vs. m/z space. Contrastingly, higher charge state ions appear higher than lower charge state ions when visualized in CCS vs. m/z space. By charge-normalizing, ions appear in CCS/z vs. m/z space as they would in drift time vs. m/z space. Furthermore, when values were not charge-normalized, statistical modeling could not be standardized and was charge-state dependent. The number of DTIMS peaks observed for each molecule is included in the compendium. The number of DTIMS peaks observed for each molecule is included in the compendium. These data meet the outlined criteria and follow the standardized IM-MS data reporting efforts led by Gabelica, et al.† Briefly, all observed DTIMS peaks are reported in the online compendium compound table via a peak number assignment where the smallest CCS/z (earliest drift time) will be assigned number 1 and subsequent peaks will be assigned 2, 3, etc. Compounds with one observed peak will be assigned a "1". Additional information regarding DTIMS peak annotation can be found in ESI Section S1.†

The unified format also includes a hierarchical chemical classification for each compound which includes a kingdom, super class, class, and subclass based on structure. This was performed via the ClassyFire web-based application which operates using a comprehensive chemical ontology (ChemOnt) that classifies each molecule based on its SMILES or InChi Key identifier as an input. For example, a phosphatidylcholine would be classified as a member of the organic compound kingdom, the lipids and lipid-like molecules super class, the glycerophospholipid class, and the glycerophosphocholine subclass.

Iterative nonlinear regression modeling was performed using the R program for each chemical class and subclass that contained at least ten data points. Source code for this statistical modeling is provided on the McLean Research Group Github.† Each class was tested against three nonlinear regression models: a power fit (PF), a four-parameter sigmoidal fit (4P), and a five-parameter sigmoidal fit. Representative equations for these models can be found in ESI Section S5.† These models were chosen based on previous work. The goodness of fit for each model was assessed using the corrected Akaike information criterion (AICc) for each of the three models. This conservative metric accounts for small sample sizes, bias correction, and varying degrees of freedom in nonlinear candidate models; and has previously been shown to be highly reliable when comparing nonlinear models. The model with the lowest AICc value was taken to be the best fit. Ninety-nine percent confidence (CI) and predictive (PI) intervals were calculated as described in ESI Section S5 eqn (4) and (5), respectively. CI and PI were calculated in the same manner for all nonlinear regressions.

The Unified CCS compendium was visualized using the following open-source R packages: plotly (v4.7.1), ggplot2 (v2.2.1.900), data.table (v1.10.4-3), plyr (v1.8.4), and shiny. Source code for the compendium GUI can be found on the McLean Research Group Github.†

Evaluation of the compendium in the analysis of human serum

Non-endogenous fatty acids 17:0 and 19:0 were used as internal standards and added into 100 μL control human serum. 800 μL of cold MeOH (−20 °C) was subsequently added and the sample was stored at −20 °C overnight to precipitate out proteins. The sample was subsequently centrifuged at 14 000 rpm and 4 °C for five minutes. The supernatant was collected; and 2.4 mL ice cold MTBE and 800 μL ice cold water were added. This MTBE : MeOH : water sample was vortexed then centrifuged at 10 000 rpm and 4 °C for ten minutes. The nonpolar liquid fraction was siphoned, dried under vacuum, and stored at −20 °C until use. Dried fractions were resuspended in 100 μL of 70 : 18 : 12 water : IPA : ACN and analyzed via LC-MS and LC-IM-MS. Further details are provided in ESI Section S6.† LC-MS data was analyzed using Progenesis QI (v2.3, Nonlinear Dynamics, Durham, NC). Resulting features were
tentatively identified using the Metlin Metabolomics and LipidBlast databases. LC-IM-MS raw acquisition files were converted to mzML format using MSConvert (v3.0, ProteoWizard). Drift time values from LC-IM-MS experiments for individual process replicates were extracted using an internally developed Python script in which drift times were matched against the retention time and m/z of the aforementioned tentatively identified compounds. These match functions had a threshold of 30 seconds (or 1% variation) for retention time and 5 ppm for m/z, respectively. Once drift times were extracted from the mzML data files, CCS/z values were calculated from the Mason–Schamp relationship using the averaged drift times. Chemical class probability hierarchies were analyzed using distance of the mean calculations based on where serum CCS/z values fell within the compendium as compared to the regression models.

Results and discussion

CCS compendium properties

The Unified CCS compendium compiled in this work consists of a total of 3833 CCS values (see inclusion criteria in the Experimental section) obtained with uniform drift tube instruments in nitrogen drift gas utilizing a standardized CCS protocol. Measurements consist of 2740 cations and 1093 anions, all of which were acquired in replicates of ≥3. Associated measurement RSDs can be found on the web-based compendium. Thirteen ion species types are represented as indicated in Fig. 1a. The most common species observed were proton coordination (38%), proton loss (27%), and sodium coordination (25%). Ion species were assigned based on the charge source of the molecule. For example, if a compound was observed as [M + 2Na−H]+, the ion species was labelled as “+Na”. Likewise, if a compound had multiple charge carriers of the same type, such as [M + 4H]4+, it was labelled as “+H”. Compounds with multiple different equal charge carriers, such as [M + H + K]2+ were recorded as both “+H” and “+K”. The charge distribution, Fig. 1b, in the compendium ranged from +1 to +31 for cations and −1 to −3 for anions. More than 90% of the compounds were singly or doubly charged. Overall, replicate measurements were highly reproducible as evaluated by RSD. The global average RSD was 0.25%; and 97% of all compounds had an RSD of <1.0%. The average RSD per CCS/z bin is shown in Fig. 1c. RSD is observed to increase as CCS/z increases due to multiple observed conformers in larger molecules. Under highly controlled interlaboratory experimental conditions, RSD is <0.3%; and the empirical RSD threshold of 0.7% for the compendium is a practical limit for data from independent studies. The compendium data set spans a m/z range of ca. 74 to ca. 3300 Da. However, most of the compounds are <1500 Da. The full distribution of compound masses is shown in Fig. 1d.

Fig. 1 (a and b) Overall distribution of the 3833 measured ions from (+) and (−) ion polarity modes by ion species and charge state. (c) Relative standard deviation (RSD) of all measurements binned by CCS/z. Global average RSD is 0.25%, and compendium RSD threshold is 0.7%. (d) Distribution of ions contained in the database as a function of the m/z.
CCS compendium visualization

The data set was visualized using code written in the R language. The graphical user interface (GUI) of the Unified CCS compendium is shown in Fig. 2a and is accessible online. The default view for this GUI is to show all data grouped by superclass. Users have the ability to zoom and select regions of interest which facilitates maneuvering densely populated areas.

By hovering the cursor over any data point, as shown in Fig. 2b, users can access specific information regarding the corresponding entry including the compound’s name, molecular formula, CAS identity, m/z, observed charge species, CCS/z and associated RSD, source citation, and digital object identifier. The interactive GUI can be tailored to the user’s needs. Search functionality allows users to find data on any compound within

Fig. 2  Compendium interface (a) depicting measured data points classified into super classes indicated in the legend above. An enlarged version of the area within the black box is shown in (b) to illustrate how each data point reveals an information box in the online compendium. (c) Distribution of compounds across the 14 structural super classes.
the compendium’s compound table. Users can also isolate a specific data subset based on ion polarity, adduct type, super class, class, and data source. Subsetting data by super class or class reveals its CCS/z vs. m/z area of occupancy.

The compendium covers 14 super classes which delineate into 80 classes and 157 subclasses. The distribution of compounds into each super class is summarized in Fig. 2c. A list of super classes including m/z range and number of compounds per super class is summarized in Table 1. Super classes and their subsequent classes are further described in ESI Section S4.† Full classification of individual compounds can be found on the web-based compendium.32 Of the 80 classes, 48 had a sufficient (n > 10) number of data points to undergo regression fitting tests. In total, 24 classes and 24 subclasses were modeled. As new data is added and regression fitting algorithms are iterative, it should be noted that the most up-to-date regression model equations can be found online.32 A few observations can be made from the data fitting study. Both four-parameter (ESI Section S5, eqn (2)†) and five-parameter (ESI Section S5, eqn (3)†) regressions were the best fit more frequently for classes in which m/z range included masses under 200 Da. This suggests a potential minimum observable CCS due to the asymptotic nature of sigmoidal curves. In theory, the IM-derived CCS will converge on the CCS of the neutral drift gas which, for sufficiently low CCS measurements, should manifest as a non-zero y-intercept in these CCS/z vs. m/z projections. In the canonical literature, this minimally-observable ion mobility measurement is referred to as the gas polarization limit.30 The smallest CCS/z measurement in the compendium is 100.81 Å² for a single cesium cation at m/z 132.90. Presently, more data points are needed to generate functional forms of a global fit.

Predictive structural-chemical trends
While the compendium visualizes the simple, yet fundamental aspects of the relationship between CCS/z and m/z, its highest utility lies in its predictive potential. To support predictive analysis, a 99% confidence interval (CI) and 99% predictive interval (PI) were generated as described in ESI Section S5 eqn (4) and (5)† for each class fit with a nonlinear regression. Briefly, the CI depicts the value range in which the regression mean is expected to be for normally distributed data.38 For our data, the mean CCS/z value for a given m/z should be contained within the CI in 99% of cases. The upper and lower CI limits are depicted as the outer solid lines throughout Fig. 3. The distance between the two limits is closest where the data point density is highest and prediction error is lowest along the regression model. The 99% PI depicts the ‘y’ variable value (CCS/z) range expected for 99% of data points at a given ‘x’ value (m/z).39 For our purposes, it represents the CCS/z range ‘expected for 99% of data points at a given m/z.

Fig. 3 is a representative example of this data correlation process. It depicts the super class “Organoheterocyclic compounds” which contain many human metabolites and natural products. Three classes within “Organoheterocyclic compounds” are shown in Fig. 3b-d. The “Quinolines and derivatives” (Fig. 3b) and “Imidazopyrimidines” classes (Fig. 3c) were best fit by a 4P regression model. The “Pteridines and derivatives” class (Fig. 3d) was fit best by the PF regression. In these cases, data fit regressions and corresponding CIs and PIs define the CCS/z vs. m/z space that 99% of data for diazines, imidazopyrimidines, and pteridines and derivatives should occupy. While current AICc values indicate these models are appropriate, the specificity and predictability of these intervals will improve with the inclusion of more data and further delineation of each class into subclasses.

In the compendium, the 99% confidence and predictive intervals included in the data projections are calculated directly from the compendium data, therefore the majority of the empirical measurements within the dataset will fall within these intervals. As these bands represent a probability, there remains the possibility that CCS values for compound standards will fall outside of these projections, and users should examine these cases on an individual basis to determine if CCS values are repeatably and reproducibly outside of the predicted range. For example, multimers dissociating occurring after the ion mobility measurement but prior to mass analysis (i.e., post-mobility ion activation) would lead to a larger than expected drift time and corresponding CCS. Additionally, CCS values for unknown analytes/isomers obtained from untargeted experiments represent previously unmeasured peak features which could fall outside of the internal bands. In these scenarios, the user should exercise caution in determining if the predicted structural class is appropriate.

The compendium as an identification filter
To test the predictability and filtering abilities of the compendium, metabolites were extracted from control human serum analyzed using LC-MS or LC-IM-MS workflows. In the LC-MS data, 4719 deconvoluted compounds were observed. In total, 955 tentative identifications were matched using conservative criteria for exact mass (<10 ppm) and isotope distribution (70%) using Metlin metabolomics and LipidBlast databases.35,56 In order to append drift time values to these tentative identifications, an in-house Python script (available online) was developed.49 Using this script, we can extract drift times at a rate of 4 × 10⁵ measurements in ~1 h per sample. Drift times from each
of the three technical replicates were aligned to the tentative identifications based on retention time and \( m/z \). In these data, a majority of the aligned drift times were self-consistent with an RSD \( \leq 1\% \). The drift times were averaged and used to calculate CCS/\( z \) values using the single-field extension of the Mason–Schamp relationship. The annotated serum data is represented in Fig. 4a (labeled “tentatively identified serum metabolites”). Superimposing the serum data over the Unified CCS compendium data (Fig. 4a) illustrates that the tentatively identified compounds have equivalent mobility–mass correlations as known chemical compounds.

For proof-of-concept purposes, the serum data was subset into compounds tentatively identified as lipids. Compounds in the green highlighted area of Fig. 4a represent the CCS/\( z \) vs. \( m/z \) space within the Unified CCS compendium containing any and all lipid regressions generated for data in the “Lipids and lipid-like molecules” super class. In total, 550 compounds present in the serum sample were tentatively identified as lipids; and 422 of these compounds overlapped with at least one of the lipid class and/or lipid subclass regression models. Distance from the mean values were then calculated to prioritize the probability that a serum compound belonged to a given lipid class. An example of this process is depicted in Fig. 4b for the compound with \( m/z \) 744.49 and CCS 278.2 Å\(^2\) (gold circle). Potential tentative identifications for \( m/z \) 744.49 included 53 isomers of glycerophosphocholines (PC) and glycerophosphoethanolamines (PE). This unknown compound (gold line, Fig. 4b call-out box) was 2.54 standard deviations away from the PC subclass regression model (blue line, Fig. 4b call-out box) and 9.44 standard deviations from the PE subclass regression model (red line, Fig. 4b call-out box). At 2.54 standard deviations, this compound was 2.54 standard deviations away from the PC subclass regression model and had a difference of about 1.5 Å\(^2\) from the mean CCS/\( z \) value of PCs at \( m/z \) 744. Using this Unified CCS compendium, there is more data to suggest the unknown compound’s tentative identity is a PC. Thus, a putative identification and higher confidence in its assignment can be attributed.

The molecular identification workflow for \( m/z \) 744.49 is summarized in Fig. 4c. The \( m/z \) 744.49 was deconvoluted to its neutral mass of 705.53 Da. At unit resolution, there are tens of thousands of potential chemical formulas with a mass of 705 Da. Within 100 ppm mass error of 705.53 Da, there are 7276 possible chemical formulas. Subsequently, there are 653 chemical formulas within 10 ppm mass error and 325 chemical formulas within 5 ppm mass error (the observed mass error). Of these 325 formulas, 173 are known compounds found in the PubChem database. Heuristic filtering based on instrumentation mass accuracy, mass defect, isotope distribution, and information from orthogonal separations enables tentative identification of compounds with a specified level of confidence. In this example, 53 tentative PC and PE identifications were returned after heuristic filtering through Progenesis QI. Using the compendium, this list can be further narrowed into 21 PC isomers with the neutral mass 705.53 and \( m/z \) 744.49.

To validate our PC prediction, \( m/z \) 744.49 underwent mass isolation from the serum matrix and was fragmented using collision induced dissociation at 0 V, 10 V, 20 V, and 40 V. The
Fig. 4  (a) Overlay of human serum metabolites (gold) with the compendium (black). Green area represents CCS/\textit{z} vs. \textit{m}/\textit{z} space occupied by any and all lipid subsets within the compendium. (b) Example plot for class-specific filtering of an unknown serum compound, \textit{m}/\textit{z} 744.49 and CCS 278.2 Å² (gold circle), tentatively identified as a PC (blue regression model) or PE (red regression model). The probability of the unknown compound’s class falling within the PC or PE class is shown in the call out box. Based on distance from the mean calculations, the compound falls within 2.54 standard deviations of the PC regression model and 9.44 standard deviations of the PE regression model which indicates the unknown compound has a higher probability of being a PC than a PE. (c) Molecular identification workflow for the unknown compound depicted in panel (b). After compendium filtering, identifications were reduced to 21 PC isomers with the \textit{m}/\textit{z} 744.49. (d) Fragmentation of the isolated \textit{m}/\textit{z} 744.49 at CID 0 V, 10 V, 20 V, and 40 V. An increase in the intensity for \textit{m}/\textit{z} 184.07, corresponding to the phosphocholine head group mass, is observed with increase in collision voltage.
mass spectra, shown in Fig. 4d, demonstrate the increase in the intensity of \( m/z \) 184.07, the signature \( m/z \) of a phosphocholine head group, as collision energy increased. While further investigation using chemical standards can lead to high-confidence identifications of unknown compounds, using the CCS filtering workflow presented here allows investigators to achieve high confidence in assigning the chemical class to an unknown molecule using IM-MS datasets. This predictive ability is expected to be particularly important for chemical class and structure annotation of isomers belonging to known compounds from which CCS information has not been previously measured (i.e., an “unknown unknown” isomer), as is the case for the majority of human metabolites which are expected to be isomeric but current undiscovered. 

Conclusions

In this work, we illustrate the utility of IM-MS in quantitatively characterizing biochemical species using a Unified CCS compendium. Prior to this work, quantitative CCS libraries have been limited in scope to a narrow range of chemical classes, polarities, and adduct types. Therefore, we curated a Unified CCS compendium obtained from chemical standards representing a wide variety of structures spanning 14 super classes, 80 classes, and 157 subclasses. We anticipate subsequent contributions from the IM-MS community; and therefore, the informatics infrastructure developed was designed to accommodate future expansion. The current biochemical species contained within the Unified CCS compendium enabled generation of optimized nonlinear regression models with CI and PI for 48 classes and subclasses. These models enabled filtering and prediction of unknown biochemical species. The capabilities demonstrated in this manuscript establish a foundation for utilizing CCS/z as an additional molecular characterization dimension. The Unified CCS compendium was used to predict and identify unknown chemical species that originated from a serum sample. Future work will focus on expanding the number of entries in the compendium to improve predictive power.

We aim for the Unified CCS compendium to be a collaborative effort of the IM-MS community and invite contributions to this open-access repository for quality-controlled CCS measurements. Specific guidelines for submitting data are found in the ESI (Section S2†). While the compendium is initially designed to only include DTIMS data, considerations for adding CCS information obtained from other IM techniques will be included in future iterations. The standardized DTIMS CCS measurements contained within the compendium can serve as calibrant reference values for other IM techniques, which will ultimately enable the incorporation of more CCS data into this body of work.
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